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ABSTRACT
Orthopedic hardware impairs image quality in cross-sectional imaging. With an increasing number of orthopedic implants in an aging population, the need to mitigate metal artifacts in computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging is becoming increasingly relevant. This review provides an overview of the major artifacts in CT and MRI and state-of-the-art solutions to improve image quality. All steps of image acquisition from device selection, scan preparations and parameters to image post-processing influence the magnitude of metal artifacts. Technological advances like dual-energy CT with the possibility of virtual monochromatic imaging (VMI) and new materials offer opportunities to further reduce artifacts in CT and MRI. Dedicated metal artifact reduction sequences contain algorithms to reduce artifacts and improve imaging of surrounding tissue and are essential tools in orthopedic imaging to detect postoperative complications in early stages.

Key points
▪ Tissues around orthopaedic hardware can still be well visualised despite metal artifacts.
▪ Artefact reduction in CT: acquisition parameters, iterative reconstruction, Dual-energy CT and VMI.
▪ Artefact reduction in MRI: choice of device, sequences, acquisition parameters and MARS
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Introduction

Cross-sectional imaging has become the fundamental basis of modern diagnosis, treatment planning and follow-up in many musculoskeletal diseases. However, orthopedic metal implants often impede the accurate evaluation of the region of interest in cross-sectional imaging. With an increase in life expectancy and improved durability of implants, more joint prostheses and other orthopedic hardware will be seen in the future. Orthopedic hardware is no longer an obstacle or contraindication for CT or for MRI. The radiologist’s role includes providing recommendations for the best imaging modality for patients with orthopedic hardware and optimization of imaging protocols to reduce metal artifacts and making an accurate diagnosis based on the acquired images. In general, apart from CT and MRI, ultrasound should also be considered as a cost-effective mean to detect fluid collections adjacent to orthopedic hardware. Additionally, ultrasound can provide a guidance system to facilitate needle placement for fluid aspiration or intervention.

Metal artifacts observed in computed tomography

Metallic hardware influences image acquisition and reconstruction in computed tomography (CT) in several ways: Beam hardening, splay artifacts, scatter effects and non-linear partial volume effects along the edges of the hardware.

On the other hand, the extent of orthopedic hardware artifacts is related to the tube potential, tube current and reconstruction parameters. Alloy, size, geometry of the implants as well as the orientation of the implant relative to the gantry affect the magnitude of image artifacts [1].

Beam hardening artifacts are generated when the polychromatic spectrum of the X-ray beam is attenuated by high attenuation objects. Low energy photons are more easily deflected, resulting in photon starvation. As such, beam hardening occurs not only with metal implants but also with iodinated contrast agents and barium [2, 3]. Beam hardening artifacts typically appear as dark streaks and low attenuation penumbra around the high attenuation object (Fig. 1a). Resulting streak artifacts mostly propagate along the projection axis of the greatest metal bulk. For example, the most severe metal artifacts in patients with bilateral hip implants present along the x-axis, since the attenuation of both implants due to photon starvation is summed up in the respective projection trajectories (Fig. 1a) [4].

Scatter artifacts also appear as dark and adjacent bright streaks in the image and are related to the Compton effect (Fig. 1b). X-ray photons deviate from their original trajectory and generate signals in a different detector than the one in line with the original trajectory. The bigger the irradiated tissue volume, the more scatter artifacts can be observed. The scattered radiation also reduces the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and deteriorates image contrast [5].

Splay artifacts or windmill artifacts present as alternating radially oriented bright and dark bands, which are only found in helical multidetector CT but not in single-row detector CT. The
restricted width of the detector array elements and the helical acquisition result in an undersampling of the examined region in the z-axis. Thus, two detector rows are interpolated for reconstruction, causing artifacts especially at high contrast edges, e.g. along the rim of the hardware. Narrow window settings accentuate splay artifacts. Hardware with a rectangular cross-sectional shape such as a fixation plate will cause more artifacts than a radially symmetrical device (Fig. 1a) [3].

Non-linear partial volume effects are produced by the averaging over the beam width and focal spot. The incidence of these effects is higher when the hardware is in an eccentric position or scans are acquired with broad collimation. They are generated when the hardware is not continuously irradiated by the rotating X-ray tube and thus only part of the X-rays per rotation is being attenuated. They arise as dark and white streaks especially at sharp edges on the final images (Fig. 1b) [2].

In hardware alloys with a high atomic number, metal artifacts are more pronounced. Stainless steel or cobalt chrome hardware produces the most artifacts, while titanium hardware produces the least [6, 7].

Metal artifact reduction in computed tomography

CT is an appropriate cross-sectional imaging method for postoperative imaging, even in the presence of orthopedic hardware, although hardening artifacts along metallic non-radiopaque materials may impair image quality in CT. However, these can be overcome using recent advances in CT technology. Thus, CT plays an important role in the postoperative evaluation of patients who are suspected of having prosthesis-related problems such as aseptic loosening, infection, granulomatous particle disease, implant failure, malpositioning of components and periprosthetic fracture [4].

Sometimes it is possible and the easiest way to displace the hardware outside the region of interest, for example, in case of bilateral knee prosthesis, to flex the contralateral knee to reduce metal artifacts in the knee of interest [1].

CT acquisition parameters

To mitigate metal artifacts, detector collimation and pitch should be decreased, whereas tube peak voltage and tube current should be increased. These measures might overcome photon starvation and beam hardening, but a reasonable trade-off has to be made between image quality and patient dose. Another limitation for increasing the tube voltage is a decreasing soft tissue contrast [8].

Device equipment

Scatter artifacts can be addressed by using an anti-scatter grid also known as collimators, which are installed in most CT scanners today. Scatter grids are parallel (one-dimensional) or crossed lamellas (two-dimensional) positioned between the individual detectors to absorb the scattered photons. X-ray absorbing materials like tungsten, lead, copper, molybdenum and tantalum can be used for scatter grids [9].

Post-processing

The thinner the reconstructed slice thickness, the worse the splay artifacts become. They are decreased by thicker slice reconstruction and are essentially eliminated when the slice thickness is twice or greater than the width of the detector elements (Fig. 2). A slice thickness of 1 to 2 mm is a possible compromise between partial volume effect and artifact reduction. This thickness applies to larger joints. For joints that require a high resolution like the wrist or ankle, increasing slice thickness is not recommended.

Splay artifacts can be further reduced by using a new technique involving a z-flying focal spot. The focal spot alternates between two positions along the z-axis periodically. Thus, the number of slice readouts is twice the real number of detector rows. This results in a larger scan volume, reduced primary layer collimation, and volumetric pixels [10].

Smother reconstruction filters can also reduce metal artifacts and noise, for example a standard filter used for general abdomen imaging instead of a bone filter can be used. This, however, results in less detailed visualization with reduced spatial resolution.

Changing CT parameters and reconstruction filters is one possibility to diminish metal artifacts. Iterative reconstructions provide an additional means of minimizing calcium blooming and metal artifacts.

In addition to conventional iterative reconstruction algorithms, there are special post-processing algorithms focused on minimizing metal artifacts like O-MAR (Philips), IMAR (Siemens) and MAR (GE), which are also known as projection-based artifact correction. Their common principle is based on a combination of corrected iterative data and raw data (normalized metal artifact reduc-
tion and frequency split metal artifact reduction). The metal implant is removed from the original image by multi-threshold metal segmentation. Linear interpolation is performed on the sinogram and the inpainted sinogram is combined with the original data to create the corrected image. This filtering and mixing step is performed repeatedly to reduce blurring of the adjacent anatomic structures (Fig. 3) [11, 12]. The iterative frequency split-normalized algorithm has been shown to improve the visibility of tissues adjacent to and distant from the implant and is superior in comparison to conventional reconstruction with filtered back projection and metal artifact reduction with linear interpolation in hip prostheses and the spine (Fig. 4) [13–15]. These post-processing techniques are computationally intensive but the processing time takes less than 1 minute. Care has to be taken, however, to identify new artifacts induced by these projection-based algorithms, especially areas of pseudo-osteolysis that commonly appear at the bone-metal interface [9, 16]. The radiologist can avoid making the false-positive diagnosis of implant loosening or an osteolytic bone lesion only by comparing the projection-based corrected images side-by-side with the standard CT reconstructions (Fig. 5). Thus, it is wise to additionally transfer these standard reconstructions to the local PACS (picture archiving and communication system).

Dual-energy methods

With dual-energy (DE) CT, two datasets are acquired from the same anatomic region at two different tube potentials, usually 140 kVp and 80 kVp. This can be achieved either by using a single-source with fast voltage switching, dual-source and dual-energy X-ray tubes or a single-source with dual detector layers. Differences in material composition can be distinguished based on the analysis of energy-dependent photon absorption of different materials. Virtual monochromatic spectral images (VMS) are synthesized from dual-energy CT data and a new image looks as if the X-ray tube produced X-ray photons at only one energy level from 40 – 190keV. The optimal energy level keV is variable, depending on the region of interest. Prosthetic loosening is best seen at 140keV. Images at 70 or 80keV allow for better visualization of fluid collection and soft tissues close to the prosthesis (Fig. 6) [17–19]. In addition to the dual-energy method, vendor-specific iterative metal artifact reduction software can be applied. There have been a lot of considerations and discussion on radiation dose in dual-energy CT. Most studies have been performed on dual-source CT and have not shown an increased radiation dose [11, 12, 20, 21]. Data on DE CT with fast-switching kilovoltage are ambiguous. If contrast-enhanced imaging is needed, DE CT is feasible for dose reduction as native scans can be omitted and virtual non-enhanced data can be generated [22]. Dual energy scans have the potential to correct for beam hardening, but cannot reduce scatter artifacts.

New hardware materials

Carbon alloys are not only used in modern space technology and in car racing, e.g. Formula 1. These implants consist of carbon fibers with reinforced polyetheretherketone (carbon/PEEK). They also have proven high performance properties in orthopedic implants on account of their high fatigue strength, low weight and improved load transfer to the bone [23]. Thus, stress shielding is reduced and bone healing is supported. Moreover, the material is radiolucent and non-magnetizable and thus minimizes artifacts on X-rays, CT and MRI scans (Fig. 7) [24]. Hence, carbon/PEEK implants provide better visualization of surrounding tissues, when compared to frequently used metals like stainless steel, cobalt-chrome (Co-Cr) or tantalum. Another alloy, which produces fewer artifacts, is titanium.

Current research

The feasibility of new metal artifact algorithms as well as dual energy application for metal artifact reduction has been tested for different types of implants [25–27]. Further studies are currently focusing on showing an enormous dose reduction in CT using metal artifact reduction software and virtual monochrom-
Fig. 4 Filtered back projection a vs. iterative reconstructions 3rd generation b with iMAR. With filtered back projection, metal artifacts impede the delineation of lymphoma involvement of the dorsal bladder wall (arrowhead) and the evaluation of the lateral pelvic wall (arrow).

Abb. 4 Gefilterte Rückprojektionen a vs. iterative Rekonstruktionen der 3. Generation b mit iMAR. Bei der gefilterten Rückprojektion verhindern Metallartefakte das Erkennen der Lymphominfiltration der dorsalen Harnblasenwand (Pfeilkopf) und die Beurteilung der lateralen Beckenwand (Pfeil).

Fig. 5 Projection-based algorithms for reducing CT metal artifacts (e.g. O-MAR, iMAR) may induce pseudoosteolysis adjacent to the metal. a Transverse CT image of total hip arthroplasty with standard filtered back projection shows normal cortical bone medial to the prosthesis cup (thin arrow). Note beam hardening artifacts (#) overlaying the pelvic soft tissues. b Transverse CT image at the same level with O-MAR features marked overall reduction of metal artifacts, but shows pseudoosteolysis (asterisk) anterior to the prosthesis cup, causing a false-positive cortical destruction (outline arrow).

Abb. 5 Projektionsbasierte Algorithmen zur CT Metallartefaktreduktion (z. B. O-MAR, iMAR) können Pseudoosteolysen angrenzend an das Implantat vortäuschen. a Transversale CT einer Hüfttotalendoprothese mit gefilterter Rückprojektion zeigt einen normalen kortikalen Knochen medial der Gelenkpfanne (dünn Pfeil). Aufhärungsartefakte (#) überlagern Beckenweichteile. b Transversale CT auf derselben Höhe mit O-MAR bietet eine umfassende Metallartefaktreduktion, zeigt jedoch auch eine Pseudoosteolyse (Stern) anterior der Gelenkpfanne, welche eine falsch-positive kortikale Destruktion (Vektorpfeil) vortäuscht.
matic imaging in comparison to iterative reconstruction and FBP alone [28]. Efforts have been made to objectively evaluate different commercial metal artifact reduction algorithms (European Congress of Radiology 2017, Comparison of metal artefact reduction in dual- and single-source CT: a vertebra phantom study; Metal artefact reduction in CT: objective evaluation of three commercial algorithms). The use of carbon/Peek implants has been shown to minimize artifacts, but so far studies have only been performed on human cadavers [29].

Metal artifact reduction in magnetic resonance imaging

The single steps of an MR examination can be simplistically summarized as follows: The patient is placed in a homogenous static magnetic field. Then a radio wave (radiofrequency pulse) is sent in and turned off again. After that, the patient emits a signal, which is received and used for reconstruction of the MR image. Radiofrequency coils are necessary to send in the RF pulse and to excite the net magnetization induced by the precessing protons, and to receive the resulting MR signal. The spatial information is encoded by three gradient coils superimposed on the main magnetic field. Metal implants can cause electrical conduction and induce currents. These new currents in turn can build up a new magnetic field and generate a magnetic distortion. The distortions occur not only within a plane, so-called "in-plane artifacts", but also beyond the intended slice, termed "through-plane artifacts", thereby distorting the 3D structure of the image slice itself. Moreover, the dephasing of the protons is accelerated in the presence of metal. Inhomogeneous magnetic fields induce false spatial readouts leading to geometric distortion, signal loss and pile-up effects as well as failure of homogeneous fat suppression [30].

While the number of current metallic implants with ferromagnetic properties is decreasing, many implant types still contain ferromagnetic components. An effective MRI in patients with joint replacement and other metallic implants therefore has to include sequences with a powerful metal artifact reduction sequence package. With the use of modern artifact reduction sequences, MRI has evolved as the modality of choice for the imaging of the surrounding soft tissues, bone marrow edema, postoperative hematoma, periprosthetic masses and synovitis.

Hardware alloy

In MRI, the alloy of the implants also determines the extent of artifacts and depends on the susceptibility of the hardware ($\chi$). Ferromagnetic hardware ($\chi > 300$ ppm) causes severe artifacts in comparison to paramagnetic materials ($0 < \chi < 300$ ppm), e.g.
stainless steel > cobalt chrome > nickel > tantalum > oxidized zirconium [1].

**MR device**

If scanners with different field strengths are available at a facility, we strongly recommend performing imaging on scanners with lower static field strengths $B_0$, e.g., 1.5 T rather than 3 T ([Fig. 8](#)). With a higher static magnetic field strength, the extent of metal artifacts rises, as the implants’ electrical conductivity increases. This effect is more prominent, especially with increased RF frequencies [31].

**MR parameters**

Increasing receiver bandwidth (rBW) reduces in-plane displacement and is a simple but powerful basic tool for reducing metal artifacts, especially in non-fat-suppressed turbo-spin echo sequences [32]. The SNR calculation is indirectly proportional to the root of the bandwidth. Thus, an increase in bandwidth means a lower SNR.

Thin sections should be acquired to achieve low through-plane displacement by decreasing the voxel size and reducing intra-voxel dephasing [31], though this reduces the SNR and is concomitant with a longer examination time as the number of averages needs to be raised to obtain a sufficient SNR.

Moderate echo times still provide fluid sensitivity, though not strictly T2-weighted. For 1.5 T, an echo time of less than 100 ms, preferably 30–40 ms, is recommended, as it provides less time for spin dephasing. With 3D ultra-short TE, even minimal echo times of 60 μs at 1.5 T are possible [33].

Magnetic field inhomogeneity due to orthopedic hardware causes erroneous mapping in frequency and phase encoding direction. The misregistration of spins is more conspicuous in the frequency encoding direction than in the phase encoding direction. Therefore, the frequency encoding direction can be changed, e.g., anterior to posterior, to minimize artifact in the region of interest. The frequency encoding matrix should be increased to 512 with a corresponding adaptation of the phase encoding axis to achieve the smallest voxel size [31]. However, small voxels and increased receiver bandwidth are associated with a decreased SNR, which in turn can be alleviated with an increasing number of excitations. We recommend increasing the receiver bandwidth for STIR (short tau inversion recovery) sequences to at least 150 Hz/pixel for 1.5 T and 246 Hz/pixel for 3 T, if possible even higher.

2D- and 3D-gradient echo sequences (GE) are more susceptible to artifacts than spin echo sequences (SE), as the spin-spin dephasing takes place faster in GE than SE sequences. Fast or turbo spin-echo sequences should be preferred, as they have higher
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signal efficiency while using the 180° refocusing pulse to compensate the magnetic field inhomogeneities. The number of echoes that is acquired after every excitation pulse is referred to as the echo train length and is equivalent to the speed gain of the turbo spin echo in comparison to a single spin echo. The inter-echo spacing should be as short as possible to be able to acquire a large number of echoes before the signal deteriorates due to T2 signal decay.

Fat suppression

Fat suppression for MRI is a sensitive tool for detecting edema, fluid collections and contrast enhancement, but the presence of hardware within the magnetic field results in insufficient or inhomogeneous fat suppression.

If fat suppression is needed, inversion recovery fat suppression (STIR) should be used instead of frequency-selective fat suppression. Inversion-recovery sequences provide more homogeneous fat suppression than frequency-selective fat suppression based on chemical shift, even though the fat suppression is not lipid-specific and therefore tissues with similar T1 are suppressed as well. If the inversion recovery also includes an inversion pulse with an increased bandwidth that is matched to the increased receiver bandwidth, the fat suppression is even more stable in the presence of metal implants [32]. Another option for fat suppression is the DIXON technique. T1-weighted images in in- and opposed-phase are acquired and can be processed by subtraction to yield additional images that show either the water or fat content of the tissue (Fig. 9). The image showing the water content is also a fat-suppressed image that is more resistant to metal artifacts than spectral fat suppression. Although the STIR sequence is superior with respect to fat suppression immediate to the metal implant in comparison to the DIXON technique, the DIXON technique can also be used for post-contrast imaging. In case of contrast-enhanced images, it is also recommended to acquire a T1-weighted sequence pre- and post-contrast and then to perform a subtraction image to delineate areas of contrast enhancement [34]. For the calculation of a subtraction image, it is obligatory that the pre- and post-contrast images are identical, i.e. have the same slice thickness, slice numbers and center.

New metal artifact reduction sequence

More recent metal artifact reduction sequences (MARS) reduce the in-plane and through-plane effects of artifacts. A possibility to reduce in-plane misregistration is to add “view angle tilting” (VAT) in the readout encoding direction. It is an additional compensatory gradient during the readout in the slice encoding direction, as it is assumed that there is a constant inaccuracy of the readout direction. Thus, the spins are read out at an angulated view. Cho et al. first proposed viewing the slice at a shifted angle [35]. It can cause some blurring, though, which can be countered by using thin sections and large bandwidth.

Other MARS techniques are the “multi-acquisition variable-resonance image combination” technique (MAVRIC) and “slice encoding for metal artifact correction” (SEMAC). In the presence of metal hardware, the protons of the same slice no longer spin at the same Larmor frequency. MAVRIC obtains images by multiple acquisitions of data sets at different frequencies to correct for dispersion of the spins [36]. These data sets are remerged by a sum of squares algorithm to identify the artifacts and eliminate them within a plane.

In contrast to MAVRIC, SEMAC uses one frequency and switch on an additional phase-encoding gradient perpendicular to the z-axis before the readout and sums up the protons in the same phase and thus minimizes the through-plane displacement [37].

SEMAC is usually combined with VAT to diminish in-plane artifacts (Fig. 10). With the recent development of ultrafast TE sequences and spectroscopic sequences like the “sweep imaging with Fourier transformation” (SWIFT), these might be used for hardware imaging as they are not susceptible to magnetic inhomogeneities [38].

Current research

The application of ultrafast TE sequences in combination with MARS has shown significant metal artifact reduction in knee ima-
Recent research aims at reducing the acquisition time of MARS techniques by undersampling incoherent k-space and iterative reconstruction methods with equivalent metal artifact reduction to SEMAC sequences [40]. However, when using the MARS sequence, the hardware alloy still influences the extent of metal artifacts. A weak SEMAC-VAT with 7 slice-encoding steps does not seem to sufficiently reduce metal artifacts for all orthopedic implants, but only for titanium and oxidized zirconium prosthesis. A higher number of slice-encoding steps (11–15 steps) is required for stainless steel and cobalt-chromium-molybdenum [41].

Ultrasound in patients with metal implants

The radiologist may consider ultrasound as a cost-effective alternative with high availability to detect fluid collections, hematoma or pseudotumors adjacent to orthopedic hardware [42]. However, ultrasound has a lower resolution and reduced depth penetration, and areas beyond the metal implants are obscured by extinctions. Another disadvantage is the dependence on the experience of the examiner. It has been reported that ultrasound has a superior sensitivity to MRI in the detection of pseudotumors (100% vs. 92%) with MRI missing small pseudotumors. Ultrasound shows inferior specificity in comparison with MRI (96% vs. 100%) [43, 44]. Therefore, some centers suggest ultrasonography as a screening tool followed by MRI evaluation, especially for visualization of the posterior hip, multiple lesions and three-dimensional delineation of the lesion.

Summary

CT and MRI are complementary modalities for dedicated imaging in the presence of orthopedic hardware. Orthopedic hardware should not be considered to be an obstacle or contraindication for CT and MR imaging. The hardware alloy, its geometry and orientation all affect the magnitude of image artifacts. CT image artifacts are related to incomplete X-ray projection data resulting in streaks. Modern techniques of reducing metal artifacts include iterative reconstruction CT techniques, which can be used on conventional single-energy acquisition, and dual-energy CT, as well as MARS techniques in MRI. If MARS techniques are not available, imaging at low field strengths, a thin slice thickness, and spin echo sequences should be preferred. STIR, Dixon, and subtraction techniques provide better fat suppression than frequency-selected fat suppression in the presence of metal hardware. If in the future carbon fibers instead of metal alloys are used more often for orthopedic hardware, this may allow for a drastic reduction in residual metal artifacts in radiological imaging of orthopedic patients.
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